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Infectious morbidity in gynecologic 

oncologic surgery 
A clinical and economic evaluation 

M. FRANCHI - S. SALVATORE - F. ZANABONI - A. TUSEI - E. SCORBATI 

Summary: In the Dep�rt_ment of Obstetrics and_ Gynecology, Faculty of Medicine, Varese, 
between March 1991 and February 1992,_ 70 consecutive patients undergoing elective oncologic 
surgery were evaluated for rationalizing the use of antibiotics in order to reduce the cost of rn
fectious complicatio_ns. We diJided_ 01:1r pati_ents into two gr_o_t11)s: a high infection risk group and 
a low infection risk group. Our findings show that: the HIR group shows a higher- antibotic 
cost than LIR one; our selection criteria for HIR patients are probably correct; in the LIR 
group 46.6% of patients were not submitted to any antibiotic therapy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the Department of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, Faculty of Medicine, Varese, 
between March 1991 and February 1992 
70 consecutive patients undergoing electi
ve oncologic surgery were evaluated for 
rationalizing the use of antibiotics in or
der to reduce the costs of infectious com
plications. 

The main behavioural possibilities in 
Gynecologic Oncologic Surgery (GOS) are 
three: no Antibiotical Prophylaxis (AP) 
and therapy of infectious complications; 
use of AP in all patients; AP only in pa
tients with high risk of infection. 

In this study we have tried to determi
ne infectious risk factors according to the 
international literature (1 · 2· 3· 4) in order to 
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select gynecologic oncologic patients to be 
submitted to AP. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This study makes use of particular criteria 
to evaluate the incidence and severity of the 
infections, even the less severe. These criteria 
express a quantitative, a qualitative and an 
indirect aspect: 

Quantitative aspect: infection classified as in
situ, extra-situ or indefinite (Severe Febrile Mor
bidity). 

Qualitative aspect: different degrees of in
fection of the abdominal wound, of the pelvic 
infection, analysis of medical/surgical/pharmaco
logical costs necessary to cure the infection. 

Indirect aspect: operation time, permanence 
of Foley catheter, blood transfusions, Karnofsky 
index, post-operatory hospitalization 

We enrolled 70 consecutive pts undergoing 
elective oncologic surgery; on the grounds of 
our previous experiences we distinguished: 

A) a high infection risk group - 15 patients, 
submitted to antibiotic prophylaxis (Single 
dose or long term), determined by: 

- patients with diabetes; 
- patients submitted to Contaminated (se-

rious technical mistakes, contamination due to 
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